
 
Membership Meeting Minutes 

July 11, 2020 

I.   Call to order 
Mike Hauk called to order a Zoom meeting of the membership of Division 12, MCR, NMRA 
around 10:00 A. M. on June 13, 2020 online.   

II.   Roll call 
Dave Ellis conducted a roll call by noting who was signed in to the Zoom meeting. 

The following members were virtually present: Bruce Bloomster, Rob Bennett, Dale Desser, 
David Ellis, Lee Farnsworth, Mike Hauk, Nick Ozorak, Doug Sandmeyer, Bill Schopf, and 
Dave Neff as a guest from Division 5. 

A quorum (at least 10 members) was not established with only 9 established Division 12 
members present. 

III. Announcements 

Mike Hauk noted that he would be leading today, as Brad was not available. 

Mike mentioned that we are proceeding with planning for the Northern Express. An 
explanation of and request for volunteers for the Northern Express was presented.  

Dave Neff shared that he hopes we do something to avoid early cherry picking of items at the 
white elephant sales at the Northern Express. He also provided the name of a possible vendor.  

IV. Modeling Question 

Bill Schopf wondered how to best figure the ratio of Home Road, nearby railroad, and distant 
railroad rolling stock for his model railroad. Mike and others responded that it really depends 
on the era and type of railroad. Since Bill’s is set in the 1930s and it is a coal hauling road with 
per diem charges in effect, a larger percentage of cars (particularly hoppers) would be home 
road or nearby railroads.  



  

 

V.  Four short presentations: What I’ve Been Working On 

1. Mike Hauk shared several things that he has been working on. He tried a salt 
technique on weathering rolling stock as well as trying AK Interactive weathering 
pencils, suggesting that the jury is still out on both of those techniques. He is 
continuing his work on scratchbuilding accurate flat cars for the S&NY. The second 
attempt turned out a scale foot too wide. He is hoping the third time will be the charm. 
Finally, work continues on 87 million acres of puffball trees.  

2. Nick Ozorak shared a Scale Scenes mini layout that he is working on. This is a British 
kit; everything is paper!  https://scalescenes.com has interesting downloadable paper 
scenes, buildings, bridges, and textures.  

3. Dave Neff shared some Micro Scale Models craftsman kits from their Pine Creek 
series that he has been working on. He was particularly enthusiastic about their great 
instructions.  

4. Doug Sandmeyer shared the head frame and mine tipple he has been working on.  
 

VI.  Program: 

Dave Ellis presented an Edutrain Clinic created by Bruce DeYoung, MMR: Blending 
Backgrounds and Foregrounds.  

VII.  Adjournment   

Meeting adjourned by Brad White around 12:15.  

Minutes submitted by:  David Ellis (Clerk/Treasurer)  

 


